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Take Particular Pains This Year 
in Planting—Drill Your Seed
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Use a Van Brunt Drill
The “Van Brunt” is the light draft drill with improved, adjustable gate, force feed. It puts an even flow 

of seed at the bottom of furrows of even depth, and the “Van Brunt” does not choke up.

Plants Any Small Grain—Allalla to Bearded Oats

This great variety is possible with the Van Brunt because 
four different adjustments of each seed cup are instantly se
cured. Large, medium or very small seeds are handled without 
choking up of feeds or wasting seed.

The amount of seed sown |>er acre is regulated merely by 
shifting feed gauge lever, and an equal amount flows through 
each tube.

Powerful pressure springs, individually adjustable, compel 
the discs to cut furrows of even depth, and metal tubes conduct 
seed from hopper to the bottom of the furrows. The closed 
forward deliver!/ prevents clogging up.

Tilting Lever
This is an exclusive Van Brunt feature. The tilting lever is 

located on the pole. It regulates the depth of planting with 
relation to depth of discing. That is, it adjusts the furrow 
openers for deep or shallow planting. Deep cultivation with 
seed planted at less depth is thereby possible. Without this 
lever, perfect seeding in all conditions of soil and seed is im
possible.

Discs. Bearings and Scrapers

These are th«* hard working parts of any grain drill. Van 
Brunt discs are high grade steel. The bearings are metal, 
oil-tight and divt-pioof.

H e guarantee Van Brunt disc bearings to last lifetime of drill.

Closely applied scrapers keep the discs clean.

The Light Draft Drill

The Van Brunt Single Disc Drill is light weight, light draft 
and strong. Each wheel drives half the feeds, insuring smooth 
running. Frame is steel with solid corners, hopper is extra 
large and so braced that it does not sag, but rather helps to 
support the frame. Hub bearings extend well under the frame 
further supporting it. A continuous axle is used <r this drill. 
No stub axle required. Drill is gear driven direct from axle.

Crass seeder attachment which will both sow broadcast and 
drill can 1m* furnished for any Van Brunt Drill.

Ask Your 
John Deere 
Dealer

H«* can explain why the Van Brunt Drill is light weight, but durable, a drill that plants properly and 
easily. Ask him about the adjustable gate, force feed and other features, and write us for further infor
mation, mentioning The Canadian Threshcrman and Farmer.
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